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This paper dis usses the hierar hi al ontrol ar hite ture
used to generate the behavior of individual agents and a team of robots
for the RoboCup Small Size ompetition.
Our rea tive approa h is based on ontrol layers organized in a temporal
hierar hy. Fast and simple behaviors reside on the bottom of the hierarhy, while an in reasing number of slower and more omplex behaviors
are implemented in the higher levels. In our ar hite ture deliberation is
an emergent result of the rea tive dynami s.
Ea h layer is omposed of three modules. First, the sensor module, where
the per eptual dynami s aggregates the readings of fast hanging sensors
in time to form omplex, slow hanging per epts. Next, the a tivation
module omputes the a tivation dynami s that determines whether or
not a behavior is allowed to in uen e a tuators, and nally the a tuator
module, where the a tive behaviors in uen e the a tuators to mat h a
target dynami s.
We des ribe the bottom-up design of behaviors and illustrate our approa h using examples from the RoboCup domain and an industrial automation proje t.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The \behavior based" approa h has proven useful for real time ontrol of mobile
robots. Here, the a tions of an agent are derived dire tly from sensory input
without requiring an expli it symboli model of the world [4, 5, 10℄. In 1992, the
programming language PDL was developed by Steels and Vertommen as a tool
to implement stimulus driven ontrol of autonomous agents [12, 13℄. PDL has
been used by several groups working in behavior oriented roboti s [11℄. It allows
the des ription of parallel pro esses that rea t to sensor readings by in uen ing
the a tuators. Many basi behaviors, like taxis, are easily formulated in su h a
framework. On the other hand, it is diÆ ult and expensive to implement more
omplex behaviors in PDL, mostly those that need persistent per epts about
the state of the environment. Consider, for example, a situation in a RoboCup
[2℄ so er game in whi h we want to position our defensive players preferentially
on the side of the eld where the o ensive players of the other team mostly
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on entrate. It is not useful to take this de ision at a rate of 30Hz based on a
snapshot of the most re ent sensor readings. The position of the defense has to
be determined only from time to time, e.g. every se ond, on the basis of the
average positions of the atta king robots during the immediate past.
The Dual Dynami s ontrol ar hite ture, developed by Herbert Jager [8, 9℄,
arranges rea tive behaviors in a two-level hierar hy of ontrol pro esses. Ea h
elementary behavior in the lower level is divided into two modules: the a tivation
dynami s whi h at every time step determines whether or not the behavior tries
to in uen e a tuators, and the target dynami s, that des ribes strength and
dire tion of that in uen e. Complex behaviors in the higher level do not ontain
a target dynami s. They only ompute an a tivation dynami s. When be oming
a tive they on gure the low-level ontrol loops via a tivation fa tors that set the
urrent mode of the primitive behaviors. This an produ e qualitatively di erent
rea tions if the agent re eives the same stimulus again, but has hanged its mode
due to stimuli re eived in the meantime.
We extended the Dual Dynami s approa h by introdu ing a time hierar hy
with fast behaviors on the bottom and slower behaviors on the top of the ontrol
hierar hy. We don't restri t the target dynami s to the lowest layer, and add a
third dynami s, the per eptual dynami s, to the system.
Dynami al systems have been used by others for behavior ontrol. Gallagher
and Beer, for instan e, used evolved re urrent neural networks to ontrol a visually guided walking agent [6℄. Steinhage and S honer proposed an approa h for
robot navigation formulated with di erential equations [16℄. Although planning
and learning have been implemented in this framework [15℄, it is not lear how
this non-hierar hi al approa h will s ale to omplex problems, sin e all behaviors
intera t pairwise with ea h other. Steinhage also proposed the use of nonlinear
attra tor dynami s for sensor fusion [14℄.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next se tion we
explain the hierar hi al ontrol ar hite ture. Se tion 3 illustrates the design of
behaviors using examples from the RoboCup domain. Se tion 4 des ribes, how
the hierar hi al ontrol an be applied to an industrial automation proje t.

2 Hierar hy of Rea tive Behaviors
2.1

Ar hite ture

Our ontrol ar hite ture is shown in Figure 1. It was inspired by the Dual Dynami s s heme developed by H. Jager [8, 9℄. In ontrast to the two-level original
proposal, the robots are ontrolled in losed loops that use many di erent time
s ales and that orrespond to behaviors on di erent levels of the hierar hy. On
the lowest level we have few simple and fast behaviors. While the speed of the
behaviors de reases when going up the hierar hy, their number, as well as the
number of sensors and a tuators, in reases. This allows to handle omplex systems.
We extended the Dual Dynami s on ept further by introdu ing a third element, namely the per eptual dynami s, as shown on the left side of gure 1.
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Fig. 1.

Sket h of the ontrol ar hite ture.

Here, either slow hanging physi al sensors, su h as the harging state indi ators of the batteries, are plugged-in at the higher levels, or the readings of fast
hanging sensors, like the ball position in so er, are aggregated by dynami
pro esses into slower and longer lasting per epts. The boxes shown in the gure
are divided into ells. Ea h ell represents a sensor value that is onstant for a
time step. The rows orrespond to di erent sensors and the olumns show the
time advan ing from left to right.
A set of behaviors is shown in the middle of ea h level. Ea h row ontains
an a tivation fa tor between 0 and 1 that determines when the orresponding
behavior is allowed to in uen e a tuators.
The a tuator values are shown on the right hand side. Some of these values
are onne ted to physi al a tuators that modify the environment. The other
a tuators in uen e lower levels of the hierar hy or generate sensory per epts in
the next time step via the internal feedba k loop.
Sin e we use temporal subsampling, we an a ord to implement an in reasing number of sensors, behaviors, and a tuators in the higher layers without an
explosion of omputational ost. This leads to ri h intera tions with the environment, and therefore allows for omplexity.
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Ea h physi al sensor or a tuator an only be onne ted to one level of the
hierar hy. One an use the typi al speed of the hange of a sensor's readings to
de ide where to onne t it. Similarly, the pla ement of a tuators is determined
by the time needed to make a hange in the environment. Behaviors are pla ed
on the level that is low enough to ensure a timely response to stimuli, but high
enough to provide the ne essary aggregated per eptual information, and ontains
a tuators whi h are abstra t enough to produ e the desired rea tions.
2.2

Computation of the Dynami s

The dynami systems of the sensors, behaviors, and a tuators an be spe i ed
and analyzed as a set of di erential equations. Of ourse, the a tual omputations
are done using di eren e equations. Here, the time runs in dis rete steps of
t0 = t0i t0i 1 at the lowest level 0. At the higher levels the updates are
done less frequently: tz = tzi tzi 1 = ftz 1 , where useful hoi es of the
subsampling fa tor f ould be 2, 4, 8, . . . . In gure 1 f = 2 was used.
A layer z is updated in time step tzi as follows:
sz
i

z
i

Gz
i
az
i

{ Sensor values:

The nzs sensor values szi = (szi;0 ; szi;1 ; : : : ; szi;nzs 1 ) depend on the readings of
z z ) that are onne ted to
the nzr physi al sensors rzi = (ri;z 0 ; ri;z 1 ; : : : ; ri;n
r 1
layer z , the previous sensor values szi 1 , and the previous sensor values from
the layer below szfi 1 , szfi 11 , szfi 12 , . . . .
In order to avoid the storage of old values in the lower level, the sensor values
an be updated from the layer below, e.g. as moving average. By analyzing
the sensor values from the last few steps, one an also ompute predi tions.
{ A tivation fa tors:

The nz a tivations zi = ( zi;0 ; zi;1 ; : : :; zi;nz 1 ) of the behaviors depend on
the sensor values szi , the previous a tivations zi 1 , and on the a tivations
+1 . A layer-(z + 1)-behavior an utilize
of behaviors in the level above zi=f
multiple layer-z -behaviors and ea h of them an be a tivated by many (z +1)behaviors. For every behavior k on level (z + 1) that uses a behavior j from
+1 T z ( z ; sz ) that des ribes the desired hange of
level z there is a term zi=f;k
j;k i 1 i
the a tivation zi;j . Note that this term vanishes, if the upper level behavior
+1 > 0, then the urrent sensor readings and the previous
is not a tive. If zi=f;k
a tivations ontribute to the value of the T -term. To determine the new zi
the desired hanges from all T -terms are a umulated. A produ t term is
used to dea tivate a behavior, if no orresponding higher behavior is a tive.
{ Target values:

Ea h behavior j an spe ify for ea h a tuator
z = Gz (sz ; az+1 ).
value gi;j;k
j;k i i=f
{ A tuator values:

k within its layer z a target

The more a tive a behavior j is, the more it an in uen e the a tuator values
z z
z
z
az
i = (ai;0 ; ai;1 ; : : : ; ai;nza 1 ). The desired hange for the a tuator value ai;k is:
z
z
z
z
z
z
ui;j;k = i;j;k i;j (gi;j;k ai 1;k ), where i;j;k is the time onstant. If several
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behaviors want to hange the same a tuator k , the desired updates are added:
azi;k = azi 1;k + uzi;j0 ;k + uzi;j1;k + uzi;j2 ;k + : : :
2.3

Bottom-Up Design

Behaviors are onstru ted in a bottom-up fashion: First, the ontrol loops that
should rea t qui kly to fast hanging stimuli are designed. Their riti al parameters, e.g. a mode parameter or a target position, are determined. When these
fast primitive behaviors work reliably with onstant parameters, the next level
an be added to the system. For this higher level, more omplex behaviors an
now be designed whi h in uen e the environment, either dire tly, by moving
slow a tuators, or indire tly, by hanging the riti al parameters of the ontrol
loops in the lower level.
After the addition of several layers, fairly omplex behaviors an be designed
that make de isions using abstra t sensors based on a long history, and use
powerful a tuators to in uen e the environment.

3 Appli ation to the RoboCup Small Size Competition

Fig. 2.

Ki k-o and a FU-Fighters robot ki king the ball (photo: Stefan Beetz).

In the RoboCup [2℄ Small Size ompetition, ve on ve robots play so er
using an orange golf ball. The area of the robots is restri ted to 180 m2, and the
playground has the size of a table tennis eld.
In the Small Size league, a amera is mounted above the eld and is onne ted to an external omputer that nds the position of the players and the
ball and exe utes the behavior ontrol software. The next a tion for ea h robot
is determined and sent via a wireless link to a mi ro ontroller on the robot. The
robots move themselves and the ball produ ing in this way visual feedba k.
We designed the team FU-Fighters for the RoboCup'99 ompetition, held in
Sto kholm. We built robust and fast robots featuring a ki king devi e, as shown
in gure 2. Lo al ontrol is done using a Motorola HC05 mi ro ontroller. The
robots re eive the desired motor speeds via a wireless serial link at a rate of up
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Re ording of two sensors (distan e and dire tion of the target) and two a tuators (average motor speed and di eren e between the two motors) during a simple
taxis behavior. The robot rst turns towards the target, then a elerates, drives fast,
slows down, and nally stops at the target position.

Fig. 3.

to 48Hz as ommands. Ea h robot is marked with three olored dots that are
tra ked at 30Hz from an NTSC S-VHS video signal. Further details about the
design of the FU-Fighters an be found at [1, 3℄.
The behavior ontrol was implemented using a hierar hy of rea tive behaviors. In our so er playing robots, basi skills, like movement to a position and
ball handling, reside on lower levels, ta ti behaviors are situated on intermediate layers, while the game strategy is determined at the topmost level of the
hierar hy.
3.1

Taxis

To realize a Braitenberg vehi le that moves towards a target, we need the dire tion and the distan e to the target as input. The ontrol loop for the two
di erential drive motors runs on the lowest level of the hierar hy. The two a tuator values used determine the average speed of the motors and the speed
di eren es between them. We sele t the sign of the speed by looking at the target dire tion. If the target is in front of the robot, the speed is positive and the
robot drives forward, if it is behind, then the robot drives ba kwards. Steering
depends on the di eren e of the target dire tion and the robot's main axis. If
this di eren e is zero, the robot an drive straight ahead. If the di eren e is
large, it does not drive, but turns on the spot. Similarly, the speed of driving
depends on the distan e to the target. If the target is far away, the robot an
drive fast. When it omes lose to the target it slows down and stops at the target position. Figure 3 shows an example where the robot rst turns around until
the desired angle has been rea hed, a elerates, moves with onstant speed to a
target and nally de elerates. Smooth transitions between the extreme behaviors
are produ ed using sigmoidal fun tions.
In addition to the oordinates of the target position, we in lude some parameters of the taxis behavior as a tuators on the se ond level. This allows to
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on gure the driving hara teristi s of the taxis. The parameters in uen e the
maximal speed driven, the degree of toleran e to lateral deviations from the
dire t way, the desired speed at the target position, the dire tional preferen e
(forward/ba kward), and the use of the brakes.
3.2

Goalie

This primitive taxis behavior an be used as a building blo k for the goal keeper.
A simple goal keeper ould be designed with two modes: blo k and at h, as
shown in Figure 4. In the blo k mode it sets the target position to the interse tion
of the goal line and a line that starts behind the goal and goes through the ball.
In the at h mode, it sets the target position to the interse tion of the predi ted
ball traje tory and the goal line. The goal keeper is always in the blo k mode,
ex ept when the ball moves rapidly towards the goal.
Sin e our goalie is equipped with a ki king devi e, it an a tively re e t the
ball. This usually moves the ball to the opposite half of the eld.
3.3

Obsta le Avoidan e

Sin e there are many robots and the ball moving qui kly on the eld, obsta le
avoidan e is very important for su essful play. We implemented a rea tive ollision avoidan e approa h on the lowest level of the ontrol hierar hy. The robots
only avoid the losest obsta le, if it is between their urrent position and the
taxis target. If su h a situation is dete ted and a ollision is likely to o ur in the
next se ond, then the obsta le avoidan e behavior a tivates itself. This inhibits
the normal taxis. The robot now de ides whether it should avoid the obsta le by
going to the left or to the right. The position of the se ond losest obsta le, as
well as the position of the losest wall point and the taxis target are taken into
a ount for this de ision. Sin e it is not useful to revise this de ision frequently,
it is made persistent for the next se ond. The robot drives on a ir le around
the obsta le until this is no longer blo king its way to the taxis target.

ball_dir

block

ball_pos

catch

target_pos

block
target_dist
target_dir

ball_pos
robot_pos
robot_dir

move

speed

catch

difference

left_speed
right_speed

Fig. 4. Sket h of goal keeper behavior. Based on the position, speed, and the dire tion
of the ball, the goalie de ides to either blo k the ball or to at h it.
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This fast rea tive ollision avoidan e behavior should be omplemented by
path planning implemented on higher layers, su h that a global view of the eld
is used and the a tivation of the ollision avoidan e behavior is minimized.
3.4

Field Player

The ontrol hierar hy of the eld player that wants to move the ball to a target,
e.g. a teammate or the goal, ould ontain the alternating modes run and push.
In the run mode, the robot moves to a target point behind the ball with respe t
to the ball target. When it rea hes this lo ation, the push mode be omes a tive.
Then the robot tries to drive through the ball towards the target, pushing it
into the desired dire tion. If the line of sight to the goal is free, we a tivate the
ki king devi e before driving through the ball. This a elerates the ball su h that
it is hard to at h for the goalie. When the robot looses the ball, the a tivation
ondition for pushing is no longer valid and run mode be omes a tive again.
Figure 5 illustrates the traje tory of the eld player generated in run mode.
A line is drawn through the ball target and the ball. The target point for taxis
is found on this line at a variable distan e behind the ball. The position behind
the ball for a tivating the push mode is hosen at a xed o set from the ball.
Half the distan e of the robot to this position is added to the o set to determine
the distan e of the taxis target from the ball. The taxis behavior makes the
robot always head towards the taxis target. This dynami taxis target produ es
a traje tory that smoothly approa hes the line. When the robot arrives at the
push mode point, it is heading towards the ball target, ready to ki k.
3.5

Team Play

Ea h of our robots is ontrolled autonomously by the lower levels of the hierar hy
using a lo al view of the world, as indi ated in Figure 6. We present, for instan e,
the angle and the distan e to the ball and the nearest obsta le to ea h agent.
In the upper layers of the ontrol system the fo us hanges. Now we regard the

Traje tories generated in the run mode of the eld player. It smoothly approa hes a point behind the ball that lies on the line from the goal through the ball.

Fig. 5.
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team

individual

Sket h of the relation between the team and the individual robots.

team as the individual. It has a slow hanging global view of the playground and
oordinates the robots as its extremities in order to rea h strategi goals.
One simple strategy used to oordinate the four eld players is that only
one of them is allowed to go for the ball. The team evaluates the positions of
the players relative to the ball and the goal and sele ts the one that gets the
highest s ore. This player takes the initiative and tries to get behind the ball,
dribbles and ki ks it towards the goal. The robots not hosen in this sele tion
do di erent things. If they are defenders, they over the atta king robots of the
other team. If they are o ensive players, they position themself free to be able
to re eive passes and then have a free path towards the goal. If the hosen robot
is not able to get to the ball, the player with the se ond highest s ore is sele ted
to take the initiative.
Although we did not implement expli it passes, some impli it passes have
emerged during games. The most impressive ones are produ ed by a behavior
that tries to free the ball from orners by qui kly rotating the robot. If the dire tion of the rotation is hosen su h that the ball is moved towards the goal, the
ball frequently moved slowly a ross the eld just in front of the goal. The o ensive player waiting near the other orner of the goal area an now easily inter ept
the ball and ki k it into the goal. These short distan e ki ks are extremely hard
to at h for the goalie.
We also implemented a sele tive obsta le avoidan e between the teammates.
The player that goes for the ball does not avoid its teammates. They must avoid
the a tive robot and move out of its path to the goal.
The eld players are assigned di erent roles, like left/right wing, o ender,
defender. We plan to implement a dynami assignment of roles, depending on
the a tual positions of the robots. This would allow more roles than robots. Only
those roles most important in a situation would then be assigned to players.
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Complex Behaviors

We implemented some omplex behaviors for the RoboCup ompetition. They
in lude, for instan e, dynami homing, where the home positions of our defensive
players are adjusted su h that they blo k the o ensive robots from the other
team, and the home positions of our o ensive players are adjusted, su h that
they have a free path to the goal. Another example is ball inter eption, where we
predi t the ball traje tory and the time it takes for the robot to rea h su essive
points on this traje tory. We dire t the robot towards the point where it an rst
rea h su h a point earlier than the ball. This results in an anti ipative behavior.
We also dete t when a robot wants to move, but does not move for a longer
time, e.g. be ause it is blo ked by other robots or got stu k in a orner. Then
we qui kly rotate the robot for a short time, in order to free the player.
For presentations, we added an automated referee omponent to the system.
It dete ts when the ball is in the goal and hanges the mode of the game to
ki ko . Then the robots move automati ally to their ki ko positions. When the
ball is dete ted in the middle of the eld for some se onds, the game mode is
hanged ba k to normal play.

4 Appli ation to an Industrial Automation Proje t
Commer ial material transport systems are not as exible as they ould be. Due
to se urity and fault-toleran e reasons and a traditional entralized ar hite ture,
they are usually limited to simple path-following movements, for example, going
after a line of indu tive oils in the oor. These robots an also nd their way
using other marks in the room. Usually, however, they annot overtake another
robot blo king a path or rea t to unexpe ted situations. All path planning is
done o -line by the designers, see [7℄ for more details.
In a joint proje t with the Te hni al University of Berlin, we are investigating
the appli ation of mobile robots within multiagent automati transport systems,
where automati ally guided vehi les ommuni ate with task manager agents and
with ea h other. These robots are autonomous: ea h of them has enough sensors
and (external) omputing power to pro ess the omplete input and de ide on the
next a tion to take. The robot estimates its position from the frames delivered
by the video amera mounted on top of the hassis. Path planning may be done
by ea h robot by building rst a map of the plant, using a tive exploration, and
using then a path planning algorithm. The map is updated every time the robot
navigates to take into a ount the hanging ir umstan es.
The Te hni al University (Operations Resear h Group) has developed a software simulation of mobile material transport systems, whi h allows to test different navigation algorithms in a omputer environment. The next step would
be to test the algorithms in hardware. However, building the mobile robots an
be very expensive, if they are onstru ted in their nal size. An intermediate
strategy is to use our RoboCup platform (modi ed a ordingly) to make an implementation of the mobile transport systems in hardware. The problems whi h
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will be en ountered later with the larger robots (su h as impre ise odometry
measurements, or image pro essing in a realisti miniature environment) an be
dealt with using this less expensive system. It is easy to modify the hardware
of the robots, and it is straightforward to add omputing power, sin e all image
pro essing is not done on the robot itself, but on another omputer. Ea h robot
transmits the video image to an external ma hine using a wireless link with
enough speed and resolution for our purposes.
We plan to investigate the possibility of using our layered ar hite ture, developed for the RoboCup appli ation, for the ollaboration between the mobile
transport robots. The higher layers in the ar hite ture would deal with strategy: i.e. whi h robots transport whi h materials and their syn hronization. The
lower levels in the hierar hy would re ne those de isions and expand them to
a tion sequen es. The lowest levels ould take are of su h problems as obsta le
avoidan e and rea tive path planning.
We also want to investigate less entralized s enarios, where multiple rea tive
agents ommuni ate with ea h other to distribute the workload. This ould lead
to more exible and fault tolerant systems.
In this fa tory appli ation we will have more time for path planning than in
so er. The deliberative and planning modules are thus more important. One
essential part of our proje t is to use the on epts and te hniques from the eld
of multi agent systems on the higher levels in order to ensure that the robots
a t oordinated. The spe i form in whi h these deliberating modules will be
integrated with the rea tive modules will be de ned in the ourse of the proje t.
One idea would be to input the de isions of a planning module into the sensors
of the highest rea tive level.

5 Summary
In the paper we des ribed a hierar hi al ar hite ture for rea tive ontrol. This arhite ture ontains intera ting behaviors residing on di erent time s ales. These
ontrol loops are designed in a bottom-up fashion. Lower level behaviors are ongured by an in reasing number of higher level behaviors that an use a longer
history to determine their a tions.
We illustrated the design of behaviors using examples from the RoboCup
domain. Our su essful parti ipation in the RoboCup'99 and '2000 F180 league
ompetitions, where we nished se ond (next to Big Red, from Cornell University) and in the European RoboCup'2000, where we won, shows that the
ar hite ture an be applied to omplex multi-agent ontrol problems.
One remaining problem is the design omplexity. The higher the design proess advan es in the hierar hy, the larger the number of sensors, behaviors, and
a tuators be omes. It is therefore in reasingly diÆ ult to determine the free parameters of the system. To design larger systems, automated design te hniques,
su h as reenfor ement learning, are needed.
We also plan to apply the ar hite ture to the industrial automation domain.
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